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ABSTRACT 

Attitudes play a fundamental role when making critical judgments and the extremity of 

people’s attitudes can be influenced by one’s emotions, beliefs, or past experiences and 

behaviors. Human attitudes and preferences are susceptible to social influence and attempts 

to influence or change another person’s attitudes are pervasive in all societies. Given the 

importance of attitudes and attitude change, the current project investigated linguistic 

aspects of conversations that lead to attitude change by analyzing a dataset mined from 

Reddit’s Change My View (Priniski & Horne, 2018). Analysis of the data was done using 

Natural Language Processing (NLP), specifically information density, to predict attitude 

change. Top posts from Reddit’s (N = 510,149) were imported and processed in Python 

and information density measures were computed. The results indicate that comments with 

higher information density are more likely to be awarded a delta and are perceived to be 

more persuasive.  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Human attitudes and preferences are susceptible to social influence and attempts to 

influence or change another person’s attitudes are pervasive in all societies. These attempts 

can range from daily interactions with friends to political campaigns (Izuma, 2013). The 

effects of social influence on an individual’s attitude or preference has been a central topic 

in social psychology (Cialdini et al., 1999; Petty & Cacioppo, 1981), and past behavioral 

studies have identified a variety of processes by which an individual’s attitude is modulated 

(Izuma, 2013). An attitude refers to a person’s overall evaluation of people, objects, events, 

and/or issues (Petty et al., 1997). Attitudes are important because of the fundamental role 

they play when making critical judgments and the extremity of people’s attitudes can be 

influenced by one’s emotions, beliefs, or past experiences and behaviors (see Breckler, 

1984; Zanna & Rempel, 2008). For instance, one’s views (favorable or unfavorable) 

towards capital punishment can affect their political orientation. Attitudes allow an 

individual to evaluate the validity of information by means of a simple decision rule, based 

upon whether the information is consistent or inconsistent with their currently held beliefs 

(Houston & Fazio, 1989). Given the importance of attitudes, researchers spend billions of 

dollars attempting to influence and change peoples’ attitudes. Prior work has examined 

attitude change using controlled experiments in which people were asked about strongly 

held beliefs (political beliefs; Hameiri et al., 2014, beliefs about race; Stewart & Payne, 
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2008). However, such experiments are relatively contrived as the participants may not be 

honest and open about their views which in turn might not provide an accurate measure of 

people’s attitudes (e.g., Nyhan et al., 2014; Nyhan & Reifler, 2015; Horne et al., 2015; 

Lewandowsky et al., 2013). For instance, prior work by Nyhan & Reifler (2015) suggests 

that correcting misconceptions about vaccines by providing corrective information could 

have unexpected results and may even backfire due to the concerns about the side effects 

of vaccines. On the contrary, Horne et al. (2015) found that emphasizing the risk of failing 

to vaccinate could positively influence vaccine attitudes. These studies indicate that 

changing people’s attitudes about strongly held beliefs, even when evidence is provided, 

can be extremely challenging. While the methods used in prior studies involved highly 

controlled experiments, these studies failed to accurately represent the efficaciousness of 

large-scale interventions. As a result, many questions remain unaddressed. For instance, 

can current interventions effectively change people’s attitudes in more realistic 

environments? The current project aims to tackle this question by analyzing language 

within a naturalistic dataset using techniques from Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

In prior work, researchers have attempted to study attitude change in virtual 

environments that are relatively naturalistic compared to laboratory settings. Change My 

View (CMV) is an active community on Reddit which provides a platform for users to 

present their opinions, invite other users to contest those opinions, give “upvotes” when 

another user agrees with another users’ comment and reward a “delta” when the ensuing 

discussion changes their original views. Priniski & Horne (2018) used CMV to look at 

global factors such as statistical language and evidence used in virtual discussions and 

understanding attitude change in a more naturalistic setting. They were interested in 
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investigating the relationship between attitude change and the type of evidence provided in 

arguments about sociomoral topics (relating to social and moral topics such as vaccinations 

and racism) and non-sociomoral topics (other topics including humor, debated about 

fiction, and movies). They found that, at the topic level (sociomoral or not), sociomoral 

topics did not yield more attitude change than non-sociomoral topics even though on 

average there was more evidence provided in sociomoral topics. However, they found that 

evidence provided predicted attitude change even though the magnitude of these 

relationships were very small. 

Further looking into the posts that had an impact on people’s attitudes, Tan and 

colleagues (2016) emphasized the role of high-level linguistic factors that might play an 

essential role in persuasion and stated that persuasive arguments are characterized by 

patterns of interaction dynamics, such as back and forth exchanges. Other researchers 

found that the intensity, valence, and framing of the argument can play a role in determining 

the persuasiveness of that argument (e.g., Burgoon et al., 1975; Hullett, 2005; Bryan et al., 

2011; Althoff et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 2016). For instance, a meta-analysis by Hullett 

(2005) indicated that persuasive arguments are more effective in attitude shaping (the initial 

formation of new attitudes) and reinforcement of an existing attitude for people in positive 

moods, whereas attitude change resulting from persuasive arguments may be best 

accomplished when targeting people in bad moods. Further, aspects like social proof and 

the relationship between the belief holder and their beliefs can affect the persuasiveness of 

an argument (Chaiken & Stangor, 1987; Cialdini et al., 1999; Mitra & Gilbert, 2014; 

Pomerantz et al., 1995; Zuwerink & Devine, 1996; Petty et al., 1997; Tormala & Petty, 

2002). For example, Tormala & Petty (2002) found that even though persuasive messages 
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may not result in attitude change, it can still have a meaningful impact; specifically, the 

certainty of an individual’s attitude can significantly change when people resist persuasion. 

Observing and examining such high-level features is essential yet challenging as various 

features can affect attitude certainty different ways. The current project aims to 1) 

investigate linguistic aspects of conversations on Reddit’s Change My View using Priniski 

& Horne’s (2018) dataset, and 2) use Natural Language Processing (NLP), specifically 

information density, to predict attitude change. 

NLP is an area of artificial intelligence that uses computers to understand, interpret, 

and manipulate human language from naturalistic settings. For example, speech-to-text and 

predictive text features on mobile phones are often analyzed using NLP (Collobert et al., 

2011). Using NLP, it is possible to associate categories to parts of the text (e.g. Part-of-

Speech tagging or sentiment analysis), structure text differently (e.g. parsing), or convert it 

to some other form which preserves all or part of the content (e.g. machine translation, 

summarization). The level of granularity of this processing can range from individual 

characters to subword units (words in between characters and sentences; Sennrich & 

Haddow, 2016) or words up to whole sentences or even paragraphs (Conneau et al., 2016). 

Using NLP, textual analysis can be done faster with reduced rater bias and reliability 

concerns (Short et al., 2010; Pandey et al., 2017). Prior work using NLP has extracted rich 

information from language by analyzing syntactic structures (Ceccato, 1967; Minsky, 

1968; Schank, 1975), sentiment analyses (Subasic & Huettner, 2001; Cambria et al., 2015), 

and information density (Khanaferov et al., 2014; Crocker et al., 2016; Dethlefs et al.,  
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2016). This thesis extends Priniski and Horne’s Priniski & Horne (2018) earlier work by 

using NLP approaches to study the relationship between information density and attitude 

change on the forum Change My View. 

Traditionally, language has linked the informational content of a sentence with its 

semantics. In other words, the inherent meaning of words are structured to determine 

meaning of a sentence or a communicative message. Psycholinguistics and computational 

linguistics, however, have increasingly turned to Information Theory as a mathematical 

framework for objectively quantifying the information conveyed by a linguistic unit (e.g. 

phoneme or word) as a function of its predictability in context, often termed surprisal 

(Crocker et al., 2016). In order to understand information density, it is important to extract 

concepts of communication and efficacy from Information Theory (Gibson et al., 2019). 

Information Theory introduced by Shannon (1948) suggests that the information carried by 

an event is a function of its prior probability, that is, low probability events carry more 

information than high probability events. Language users often aim for communication 

efficiency which requires the messages that we often want to send can be transmitted with 

minimal effort. Because language is evolved for transferring information in social 

environments, a likely influence on language structure is its efficiency of use in 

transmitting information in communicative contexts (Gibson et al., 2019). Human language 

production is optimized relative to certain constraints and could be organized to be efficient 

at all levels of linguistic processing in that speakers prefer to trade off redundancy and 

reduction (Jaeger, 2010). Put differently, speakers may be managing the amount of 

information per amount of linguistic signal (henceforth information density; Jaeger, 2010). 

Information density is an idea about bits of information as they occur within bounded sets 
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(i.e., "linguistic signal"), where a bounded set might be at the level of a sentence, utterance, 

conversational turn, message and so on. For instance, during morphosyntactic production, 

speakers can sometimes choose between full or contracted forms (e.g. in auxiliary 

contraction, as in he is vs. he’s, Frank & Jaeger, 2008). Uniform information density 

suggests that language users make choices that keep the number of bits of information 

communicated per unit of time approximately constant. For instance, more informative 

syllables are produced with longer durations than less informative syllables, which means 

that speech rate is controlled to prevent communicating too many bits in a short period 

(Pantodosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011). Any kind of reduction in language is affected by 

information density and speakers show a higher preference for the full form of words as it 

carries more information (Jaeger, 2010). Zipf theorized that word length is primarily 

determined by frequency of use (George, 1935). This idea of assigning word length by 

frequency can be maximally concise and efficient if words occur independently from a 

stationary distribution. However, natural language use is highly non-stationary as word 

probabilities change depending on their context. For example, one is more likely to utter 

“United States” in a discussion about Donald Trump than in a discussion about Jeff Bezos. 

Further, the assumption for natural language is that language users aim to communicates 

as closely as possible to the channel’s capacity.  If language users exceed it, the cognitive 

load of the listener gets too high. If they stay too far below, too little information is 

transferred, and the utterance is uninformative. The information gain from each word 

(which is indicative of how close we are to the channel’s capacity) can be computed using 

measures of entropy. Hence, Piantodosi and colleagues (2011) revised this theory by stating 

that the most communicative efficient code for meanings is one that shortens the most 
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predictable words — not the most frequent words. Recent studies have shown that 

information density of a linguistic message may be subject to social or cognitive constraints 

that help define the content of a message (Frank & Jaeger, 2008; Jaeger, 2010; Jaeger & 

Levy, 2007). More broadly, the transfer of information may be subject to a variety of 

ubiquitous contextual constraints at various levels. Further, psycholinguistic research has 

shown that humans have an affinity to distribute information across the linguistic units in 

an utterance, e.g. words, syllables or phonetic units, in a way that keeps the overall 

information density within the bounds of the communicative channel. Relating information 

density to likelihood of words, the less frequent a word is, the more information it is likely 

to carry (Jaeger, 2010). For example, the word ‘the’ in a corpus of restaurant 

recommendations against the word ‘Indian’. Similarly, Jaeger (2010) has shown that the 

notion of information density can be used to predict the occurrence of ‘that’ in relative 

clauses where it is optional.  

Recent studies have shown that information density can be influenced by factors at 

different linguistic levels (for example, at the syntactic level or the phonetic level; Aylett 

& Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010; Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson, 2013). At the 

level of production, speakers structure their utterances to optimize information density and 

aspects of language such as word length is optimized according to information content 

(Piantodosi, Tily & Gibson, 2011). Additionally, there could be a variety of social or 

cognitive constraints that can influence the information density of a comment and may 

define the content of a message beyond these linguistic levels. Vinson & Dale (2014) 

explored focused on one such constraint, which is the relative valence of a linguistic 

message. The information encoded by a word was expressed as the log of the probability 
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that the word would appear in a lexical context. They were interested in understanding if a 

language user seeks different patterns of information density to convey a message that’s 

intended to have a highly positive or negative evaluation of some situation and past research 

suggests cognitive states of individuals with more positive valence are more likely to 

exhibit open-ended and flexible behaviors (Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999; Diener & Diener, 

1996; Fredrickson, 2001; Isen & Means, 1983). For example, a study by Estrade and 

colleagues (1997) showed when doctors were primed to experience a positive affective 

feeling, doctors correctly diagnosed patients faster and were more likely to accept new 

information in a positive affective state than doctors who had not been primed to experience 

a positive affective feeling. This study shows that individuals may want to transmit more 

information dense messages when experiencing a positive affective state. In information-

theoretic terms, positive valence provides an appropriate context for transferring more or 

broader information and one possibility for this is that particular affective state might 

increase the channel capacity for both the language user and recipient. Vinson & Dale 

(2014) used a Yelp corpus as it provided a huge amount of text data where users were able 

to rate their experience as positive or negative on a scale 1-5 (1 indicated a negative 

experience and 5 indicated a positive experience). Using this corpus, Vinson and Dale 

(2014) hypothesized that the use of language may be more informative, more lexically rich 

and differ in frequency when individuals experience a positive affective state. In other 

words, an individual’s affective state may be predicted by their language use, that is, an 

individual’s affective state may act as a constraint on the density of information transferred 

in a message or in this case, a business review.  
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Vinson & Dale (2014) defined information in four simple ways in line with classic 

information-theoretic measures, namely, Review-Internal Entropy (RI-Ent), Average 

Unigram Information (AUI), Average Conditional Information (ACI) and Uniform 

Information Density (UID). Each function defined the linguistic context of an utterance 

slightly differently and revealed a unique relationship to the valence of a message. RI-Ent, 

AUI and ACI focused on the probability of a word’s occurrence and a word’s probability 

is dependent on subtle differences such as definition of the lexical context. CIV measured 

the variability of information across messages within a specific context. The variability of 

information density should remain relatively constant according to UID. The fundamental 

principle of Uniform Information Density (UID) is that communicative efficiency is 

maximized when the rate of information (measured in bits) regarding a speaker’s intended 

meaning is distributed as uniformly distributed as possible throughout an utterance (Levy, 

2018. Hence, differences in CIV which is dependent on a messages’ affective context 

would indicate fluctuation in the context’s channel capacity. This measure would supports 

the idea that optimal information transfer that is dependent on other contextual factors such 

as cognitive-affective states. Results suggested that variance in information density was 

partially captured by a reviewer’s star rating. If the star rating in an indication of a 

reviewer’s affective valence, then the cognitive state of a reviewer could be one contextual 

factor that can account for changes in the information density expressed in a message. This 

supports previous findings that show contextual factors affect the rate of information 

transfer (Jaeger, 2010; Genzel & Charniak, 2002). They also found that cognitive state of 

a reviewer may stand as one contextual factor that can account for changes in the 

information density expressed in a message. For instance, the content of a message 
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expressing intense joy is information-theoretically different from one of mediocrity as it 

contains more information. The study also suggested the density of a message and the 

variability of that density are sensitive to the reviewer’s affective valence.  

Using Vinson and Dale’s (2014) study as our guide, we performed similar analyses 

on the Change My View dataset mined by Priniski & Horne (2018) which includes over 

100,000 comments across 500 discussion threads. The comments in the CMV dataset 

allowed us to compute variables such as unigram and bigram information, unigram and 

bigram entropy per post, variability of unigram and bigram over each post. For the current 

study, we focused on level at which measures of information density were calculated within 

each unique message, namely unigrams and bigrams, to predict attitude change. Each word 

is considered to be a “gram” or “unigram” whereas a bigram is a two-word sequence. For 

example, in the sentence “Please turn left”, the unigrams would be “please”, “turn” and 

“left” and the bigrams would be “please turn” and “turn left”. To optimally measure attitude 

certainty and persuasion, we focused only on language used in CMV posts that resulted in 

persuasion or had a score of 0 and above. As noted earlier, rewarding a “delta” on CMV 

indicates that a particular comment changed the user’s original view(s) on a given topic, 

whereas, rewarding an “upvote” on CMV indicates that the user approves with the content 

of the message. We are interested in how optimally informationally dense messages 

predicts persuasion and attitude change. Thus, the present paper extends Priniski and 

Horne’s (2018) earlier work by using NLP approaches to study how information density is 

related to persuasion and attitude change on the forum Change My View. 
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Chapter 2 

METHOD 

 2.0.1 Dataset 

Priniski & Horne (2018) developed a Python script that collected the top 500 CMV 

posts using the Python Reddit API Wrapper (PRAW). These posts consisted of discussions 

with many reply threads and participating users. Analyzing top posts enables us to look at 

well-developed discussions in their entirety as opposed to discussions that have few 

comments, less information, and fewer participating users. The distribution of each variable 

in the dataset can be seen in Figure 1. The correlation between each of these variables can 

be seen in Figure 2. 

 2.0.2 Measuring Attitude Change and Persuasiveness 

We sought to examine how information density is related to attitude change and 

persuasiveness on the Reddit’s forum, CMV. Priniski & Horne (2018) developed a script 

to flag posts that changed people’s minds about certain topics. These flags were based on 

“Delta-awarding” which is a protocol on Change My View that indicates attitude change. 

A user on the forum can award a delta if the comment even partially changes their mind 

about an issue. A delta can be awarded by replying to a comment with “∆” or “!delta” delta 

strings. Priniski & Horne (2018) started by exploring discussions returned by the Reddit  
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Distribution of Variables 

 

Figure 2.1. Histogram of the distribution of each variable in the Change My View dataset. 

API using breadth-first search, which is an algorithm for traversing or searching tree or 

graph data structures. The API starts at the tree root and explores all of the neighbor nodes 

at the present depth prior to moving on to the nodes at the next depth level. Similarly, for 

the current dataset, when delta strings were encountered, it moves upwards through the  
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Correlation Meter  

 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Figure 2.2. Correlation matrix showing correlations between each of the variables in the 
Change My View dataset. Deep red indicates strong positive correlations whereas, deep 
blue indicates strong negative correlations. 

node’s ancestors until the root of the thread is found. Using this method, they extracted the 

thread of a conversation that led someone to change their mind. As the dataset contained 

very few comments that received deltas, the variable was transformed into a categorical 

variable where 1 was assigned to comments that received a delta and 0 was assigned to 
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comments that did not receive a delta (see Figure 2.3). Due to the possibility of a small 

number of comments receiving a zero being on the rarer of the two outcomes, we followed 

King and Zen’s (2001) alternate estimation method to reduce bias. Penalized likelihood is 

a method that can be used as a general approach to reducing small-sample bias in maximum 

likelihood estimation. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Bar graph showing the distribution of deltas in the CMV dataset. The left graph 
shows the distribution of deltas as a continuous variable and the right graph shows the 
distribution of deltas as a discrete variable. 

Persuasiveness was based on the score associated with each comment. A comment’s 

score was calculated as the difference between the number of upvotes and the number of 

downvotes, with higher values indicating users approval with the persuasiveness of the 

post. Users can signal their approval or support for a post by awarding the post an upvote. 

Upvotes move a post towards the top of the discussion thread and are a way to measure a 

user’s agreement with the content in the post. In other words, an upvote in Reddit is similar 
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to other kinds of social media indicators, such as a “Like” on Facebook. However, when 

using the Reddit API, the ability to see upvotes and downvotes separately was removed. 

As a result, the downvotes are returned as 0 while the upvotes are returned as the full score. 

 2.0.3 Measures of Information 

 Comments can be defined as more or less information dense depending on both, their 

general and local linguistic contexts using information theoretic measures. Using simple 

measures, we tested if information encoded in a message is related to attitude change and 

persuasion. We used these measures of information to predict deltas and scores in 

regression models to investigate whether variation in the level of information could predict 

the scores and deltas awarded. 

Comment-Internal Entropy (CI-Ent) 

The technical definition of the information provided by some event relates to the 

probability of occurrence of the event. Roughly speaking, the more surprise we experience 

upon observing a particular outcome, the more information provided by that outcome. A 

comment can be structured in many distinct ways depending on an individual’s preferences. 

Specifically, an individual’s language structure (frequency distribution over may reflect 

diversity (i.e., higher entropy) or repetitiveness (i.e., lower entropy) in the selection of 

words. Vinson & Dale (2014) expressed CI-Ent in the following way. 
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Here, CI-Entj denotes the jth comment, containing N words (number of words) as the 

probability of the ith word occurring within that comment (Vinson & Dale, 2014). CI-Ent 

can be seen as a lexical richness score, wherein lexical richness is a measure of how many 

tokens (individual words and punctuation) occur in a given text, divided by how many 

types (unique words and punctuation) occur in that same text. Indeed, it can be easily shown 

that CI-Ent correlates with common measures of lexical richness, such as type-token 

frequency (number of unique words divided by total number of words). Put simply, a 

comment with higher entropy will have more unique tokens or words and is therefore said 

to be more information dense. 

Table 2.1 

Table Showing Comments with Low and High Comment-Internal Entropy (CI-Ent). 

Topic Comment CI-Ent 

   

“Working for the 

Public Sector is 

MUCH better than 

the Private Sector 

CMV” 

once upon a time i made $30k/year.  i also made 

$50k/year.  i also made $80k/year for a very long 

time.  bumped up to $160 for period of time, 

downgraded to 120 for a long time now i'm at 140.  

i made the assumption that there is only one 

breadwinner (because it is only me), but both 

spouses can work and earn money too. 

 

3.34 
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also you may have been confused by my statement.  

i said add an extra $30k/year per kid for private 

schooling.  so i would wager $130-$180k/year if 

you have kids, adding an additional 30k per kid per 

year 

 

TL;DR: i've been there. 

   

“Working for the 

Public Sector is 

MUCH better than 

the Private Sector 

CMV” 

Former state government employee here, one year 

in K-12 public schools and four years in higher 

education student affairs. I was the 10%, to the 

point that I showed my supervisors the value they 

were getting for the work I produced (I should've 

been making at least double my salary). Sorry, they 

said, we can't give you more than your original 

position paid, even though we've expanded it three-

fold. It took me a year of searching--and I'm glad I 

had income while looking--but I finally got back 

into the private sector, where my benefits destroy 

the ones I had with the state, to say nothing of the 

development and advancement opportunities (paid 

for!) that were shrugged off at my last job. 

4.11 
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So much truth in this response, I damn near cried. 

 

 

Average Unigram Information (AUI) 

This measure is computed from the lexical distribution over the entire set of CMV posts. 

The information encoded in a word can simply be seen as the negative log of the probability 

of its occurrence (the less probable a word, the more informative). For any given comment 

j, Vinson & Dale (2014) expressed it as: 

 

 

This differs from the previous measure in that the probability of a word’s occurrence is 

defined by a much larger distribution of words. If the overall distribution of words in CMV 

is considered a simple but direct measure of how informative a word is, then a comment 

may vary in its informational content depending on an individual’s state of mind. 

 

 

Table 2.2 

Table Showing Comments with Low and High Average Unigram Information (AUI) 
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Topic Comment AUI 

   

CMV: taxpayers and 

the general public 

should never 

contribute money in 

financing new sports 

stadiums - that 

should be 100% on 

the owner. 

 So, if I can change your view along a different 

angle. Cities absolutely should contribute to 

stadiums and sports teams but they should also own 

a portion of those things. These teams bring in lots 

of taxable revenue and are generally good for the 

city to have and as you note they generate lots of 

money.  

 

There is no reason the City of Atlanta can't own a 

percentage of the Braves. In fact the fact that no 

city has any ownership of any of it's sports teams 

(caveat Packers? not a sports ball person) is 

somewhat astonishing.  

 

That money would offset the tax burden on the 

people of the city. Ownership would spur 

attendance at games. And it would prevent teams 

from leaving the city holding the bag on that 

stadium. 

 10.28 
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CMV: Race does not 

exist. 

From Wikipedia on Race (human categorization): 

Even though there is a broad scientific agreement 

that essentialist and typological conceptualizations 

of race are untenable, scientists around the world 

continue to conceptualize race in widely differing 

ways, some of which have essentialist 

implications.[10] 

Lieberman, L.; Kaszycka, K. A.; Martinez Fuentes, 

A. J.; Yablonsky, L.; Kirk, R. C.; Strkalj, G.; 

Wang, Q.; Sun, L. (December 2004). "The race 

concept in six regions: variation without 

consensus". Coll Antropol. 28 (2): 907–21. PMID 

15666627. 

16.27 

 

Average Conditional Information (ACI) 

ACI is another way of expressing that the information encoded in a word is relative to 

some context (i.e., a second-order estimate) and is taken to be some immediate lexical 

context. Vinson & Dale (2014) extracted a very simple contextual information measure: 

 

Here the information in a word is the negative log of the probability of its occurrence given 

the previous word. This differs from CI-Ent and AUI in that it accounts for the most 
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immediate or local context, namely, the previous word in the sentence. If we consider the 

overall distribution of terms in CMV dataset as a simple but direct measure of how 

informative a word is, then a comment may vary in its persuasiveness depending on the 

informational content of the comment. 

Table 2.3 

Table Showing Comments with Low and High Average Conditional Information 

(ACI). 

Topic Comment ACI 

   

CMV: Genders 

other than male 

or female are 

meaningless and 

useless 

> when someone identifies themselves as other than 

male or female like gender 

fluid,bigender,Pangender,transgender,queer,etc that 

doesn't change who they are biologically it only tells me 

their sexual preference  

 

There are so many things wrong with this statement. 

Gender identity and sexual preference are not the same 

thing, and "transgender" isn't a gender.  It's an adjective 

to provide more detail on someones gender (and sex). 

 

> gender is a social construct: 

 

 16.93 
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No, it's not, at least not in the way you mean.  Gender 

expression and gender roles are social constructs, but 

neither of these is what makes someone transgender or 

identity with a non binary gender.   

 

Gender identity is what makes someone transgender, and 

all the evidence indicates that it's biologically 

determined before birth.  Gender identity isn't a social 

construct... 

   

CMV: Getting 

fountain drinks 

without ice is 

better than drinks 

with ice. 

 The ice makes more places for 'condensation nuclei' to 

form which is where a bubble starts rather than just 

dissipating off the surface as it would under ideal 

laboratory conditions. Usually these nuclei form only on 

the interface between liquid and cup or glass, either on a 

scratch or imperfection on the cup or a speck of grime or 

dust.  Plastic cups allow for the formation of more of 

these 'condensation nuclei' than glasses and ice adds 

more surfaces for their formation. So although a warm 

glass of soft drink (soda) will go flatter quicker, a drink 

with ice in it will be 'bubblier'. 

23.71 
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Conditional Information Variability (CIV) 

Research by (see Jaeger, 2010; Jaeger & Levy, 2007) suggests that the uniformity, or 

variability, could be an interesting information measure to explore and Vinson & Dale 

(2014) used the following formula to explore the variability of the words used in each 

comment: 

CIVj = σ(CIj) 

Here, CIj is the set of conditional information scores for each word of the j th comment; also 

computed the standard deviation of this set. Greater variability in information density 

would reflect an increase in the channel capacity. Channel capacity was introduced by 

(Shannon, 1948) to specify the asymptotic limit on the maximum rate at which information 

can be conveyed reliably over a channel. An increase in channel capacity would permit 

more variability in word choice allowing differences in the rate of information transmitted. 

Top posts from Reddit’s CMV (N = 510,149) were imported and processed in Python. 

We used NLTK and numpy/scipy libraries to carry out our calculations. To calculate CI-

Ent, we used NLTK’s MLE entropy function. After stripping all CMV related markup, we 

removed specialized files (such as images and templates) and comments containing fewer 

than fifty words so as to increase the reliability of our information measures (Blumenstock, 

2008; Miller & Chapman, 2008). Our corpus thus contained a total of 126,578 comments. 

The dataset contained more that 500 different topics which we took into account in our 

analysis by adding the title as a varying-intercept group effect we are interested explicitly 

in variation among and by groups.  
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Table 2.4 

Table Showing Comments with Low and High Conditional Informational Variability 

(CIV).   

Topic Comment CIV 

   

I believe that if a 

woman lies to her 

sexual partner about 

taking birth control, 

the man bears no 

responsibility 

(financial or 

otherwise) for any 

child that is 

conceived. CMV 

If she lets nature takes its course, then she is 

naturally being forced to have the child. 

That isn't true either.  The woman can still chose 

whether or not to have sex in the first place, or to 

use birth control.  Same applies to the man. 

That case does not say that sex is legally intended 

for reproduction.  It says a woman is entitled to SUE 

the father for child support if conception was a 

criminal act. 

Intent is not weak, if I run someone over with my 

car on accident, it was an accident and I likely wont 

end up in jail for very long.  If I do it on purpose, 

and that is proven, i'll be in jail for quite some time. 

 

1.70 
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 CMV: La Croix 

grows on you.  

Bubbly is shit. Go to Kroger or Aldi and get the 

store brand. Aldi's brand doesn't have the subtlety of 

La Crois, But Kroger does... though its less 

carbonated. You won't get that La Crois burp. But 

whatever the case, Schweppes has the best tasting 

sparkling water with an A+ grade in mouth feel and 

burp factor. It's a lot more expensive though. You 

pay for those burps. 

 

Edit: Just you all you know, I was sippin on 

sparkling water back when you kids were still 

chugging jolt cola. So, I'm the authority here. 

5.42 
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Chapter 3 

RESULTS 

 3.0.1 Comment length 

One measure that correlated with deltas and score was comment length (i.e., number of 

words in each comment). We controlled for review length by fully residualizing each 

information theoretic measure in the following way: We predicted each information 

theoretic measure by review length and stored the residuals as a new predictor for the linear 

model. Comment length differed by deltas and scores awarded. We used a linear model to 

predict comment length by deltas and score. There were significantly more words per 

comment for higher number of deltas and score. With one percent increase in the comment 

length results in 0.001 chance of the comment getting a score and less than 0.001 change 

of the comment getting awarded a delta. Although this represents a very small effect, it is 

still considered as a significant effect detectable thanks to the massive power of the large 

CMV corpus. We controlled for comment length by fully residualizing the information 

density measures in the following way: We predicted the information density measures by 

comment length and took those residuals as the comment length-adjusted information 

density scores. Residuals would therefore reflect unique variance associated within each 

information density measure in predicting deltas and score.   
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 3.0.2 Comment-Internal Entropy (CI-Ent) 

When not controlling for comment length, there was a highly significant effect of CI-

Ent in predicting deltas, β = 2.68, 95% CI [2.47, 2.92] and score, β = 1.34, 95% CI [1.31, 

1.36].  

Deltas: 

Using the lme4, we fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) with deltas 

being predicted by CI-Ent, controlling for random effects of topic. Our model is specified 

below in the syntax of lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015): 

 

Deltas ~ Comment_Entropy + (1|Title) 

 

The estimated coefficient for the intercept, -3.97, is the log odds of deltas being 1 (that 

is, the comment being awarded a delta) when CI-Ent is 0. The estimate for CI-Ent of 0.58 

means that a 1 unit increase in CI-Ent is associated with a 0.58 increase in the log-odds of 

delta being 1, compared to deltas being 0 (where 1 = the comment was awarded a delta and 

0 = the comment was not awarded a delta). Lastly, the estimated variance for the random 

effect of topic is 1.76 and Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) is 0.35 which suggests 

that topic is important for whether a comment gets a delta, that is, certain topics are just 

more likely to get deltas.  
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Table 3.1 
Attitude Change (Deltas) predicted by Comment-Internal Entropy (CI-Ent). 

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

   

Intercept -3.97 -4.04 -3.89 

CI-Ent 0.58 0.38 0.78 

 

These results suggest that when the comment is more lexically rich, there is a higher 

probability of the comment being awarded a delta (see Figure 3.1 below). Low lexical 

richness suggests that the same words are being repeated whereas, high lexical richness 

suggest that more diverse words are being used.   
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Figure 3.1. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of deltas in CI-Ent. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Score: 

Using the glmmTMB package, we ran a zero-inflated negative binomial regression as 

the dataset has more zeros than expected given the assumed negative binomial distribution 

of score. We used a zero-inflated model because the dataset included structural zeros 

(comments have not been read by users) and sampling zeros (the comment was not 
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persuasive enough or the comment was awarded equal number of upvotes and downvotes). 

We regressed scores on CI-Ent and added random effects of topic. Score of a post is 

calculated as the difference between the number of upvotes and downvotes. The model is 

specified below in the syntax of glmmTMB (Magnusson et al., 2020): 

Score ~ Comment_Entropy + (1|Title),  

ziformula = ~.,  

family = nbinom2 

The conditional model indicated that the intercept of score is 1.78 among those 

comments that have a chance of getting a positive score. A unit increase in comment-

internal entropy increases the likelihood of the comment getting a score by 0.19 times. 

However, the zero-inflation model showed no significant results (see Table 3.2). The 

estimated variance for the random effect of topic is 0.48 and Intraclass Correlation 

Coefficient (ICC) is 0.20 which suggests that topic is important for whether a comment 

gets a positive score, that is, certain topics are just more likely to get upvotes.  

These results suggest that when the comment contains low frequency terms compared 

to other comments, the comment is more likely to be awarded a delta or an upvote (see 

Figure 3.2 below). AUI takes into account a much larger distribution of words. It differs 

from CI-Ent as it looks at the unigram information across comments whereas CI-Ent looks 

at unigram information within each comment.  
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Table 3.2: Persuasion (score) predicted by CI-Ent. 

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

    

Intercept 1.78 1.77 1.78 

CI-Ent 

 

0.19 0.15 0.22 

Zero-Inflated Model    

Intercept -21.54 -335.11 292.03 

CI-Ent 2.04 -1608.78 1612.85 
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Figure 3.2. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of score in CI-Ent. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 

Figure 3.2 shows that with an increase in the lexical richness of a comment, the 

comment is more likely to get an upvote. In other words, when more diverse words are 

used in a comment, the comment is likely to positive score which indicates that the 

persuasiveness of a comment (as the comment is awarded more upvotes than downvotes).  
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 3.0.3 Average Unigram Information (AUI) 

When not controlling for comment length the raw analysis revealed a significant effect 

of AUI in predicting deltas, β = 1.46, 95% CI [1.38, 1.54] and score, β = 1.23, 95% CI 

[1.21, 1.24], the comment was more likely to be awarded a delta or score with an increase 

in information density of a comment. When taking out comment length, and running the 

regression with residuals, this effect remained for deltas, β = 1.27, 95% CI [1.20, 1.36] and 

score, β = 1.15, 95% CI [1.14, 1.17], suggesting average unigram information is highly 

independent of comment length. There is a relationship between the average single-word 

information of comments and deltas and score. 

Deltas: 

Using the lme4, we fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) with deltas 

being predicted by AUI, controlling for random effects of topic. The estimated coefficient 

for the intercept, -3.97, is the log odds of deltas being 1 (that is, the comment being awarded 

a delta) when AUI is 0. The estimate for AUI of 0.24 means that a 1 unit increase in AUI 

is associated with a 0.24 increase in the log-odds of a comment being awarded a delta. As 

seen in figure 3.3, comments that contain more information in bigram patterns are more 

likely to be awarded a delta.  
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Table 3.3 

Attitude Change (Deltas) predicted by the Average Unigram Information (AUI) Across 

Comments.  

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

    

Intercept -3.97 -4.05 -3.90 

AUI 

 

0.24 0.18 0.30 
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Figure 3.3. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of deltas in AUI. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Score: 

Using the glmmTMB package, we ran a count model and a zero-inflation model (due 

to the score of many comments being 0) of AUI predicting scores, with random effect of 

topic. The count model indicated that the intercept of score is 1.77 among those comments 

that have a chance of getting an upvote. A unit increase in average unigram information 

increases the likelihood of the comment getting a score by 0.14 times. However, the zero-

inflation model showed no significant results (see Table 3.4). 
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These results suggest that when not controlling for comment length, the raw analysis 

revealed significant effect of AUI in predicting deltas and scores, the comment was more 

likely to be awarded a delta or score with an increase in information density of a comment. 

When controlling for comment length, and running the regression with residuals, this effect 

remained, suggesting it is highly independent of comment length. There is a relationship 

between the average unigram information of comments and deltas and scores respectively. 

It appears that overall information is not predictive of persuasiveness; rather, the amount 

of information provided, i.e., comments with greater information density (lower frequency 

terms) predicts higher score and deltas awarded. 

Table 3.4 

Persuasion (Score) Predicted by Average Unigram Information (AUI) across 

comments.   

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

    

Intercept 1.77 1.77 1.78 

AUI 

 

0.14 0.13 0.16 

Zero-Inflated Model    

Intercept -20.27 -57.55 17.02 

AUI 2.03 -1.95 6.01 
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Figure 3.4. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of score in AUI. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 
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 3.0.4 Average conditional information (ACI) 

With ACI predicting deltas and upvotes alone, there is a significant relationship 

between ACI and deltas, β = 1.35, 95% CI [1.28, 1.42] and upvotes, β = 1.15, 95% CI [1.15, 

1.16]. The same pattern appears to hold: More information in bigrams patterns seem to be 

awarded more deltas and upvotes. When residualizing ACI by comment length, this 

relationship shrinks in effect, this effect remains for both deltas, β = 1.19, 95% CI [1.14, 

1.25] and score, β = 1.13, 95% CI [1.12, 1.14]. 

Deltas: 

Using the lme4, we fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) of ACI 

predicting deltas and controlling for random effects of topic. The estimated coefficient for 

the intercept, -3.98, is the log odds of deltas being 1 (that is, the comment being awarded a 

delta) when ACI is 0. The estimate for ACI of 0.17 means that a 1 unit increase in ACI is 

associated with a 0.17 increase in the log-odds of deltas being awarded to a comment.  

 

Table 3.5 

Attitude Change (Deltas) Predicted by Average Conditional Information (ACI). 

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

    

Intercept -3.98 -4.06 -3.91 

ACI 

 

0.17 0.13 0.22 
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Figure 3.5. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of deltas in ACI. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Score: 

We ran a count model and zero-inflation model using the glmmTMB package with 

random effect of topic. The count model indicated that the intercept of score is 1.77 among 

those comments that have a chance of getting an upvote. A unit increase in average 

conditional information increases the likelihood of the comment getting a score by 0.12 

times. However, the zero-inflation model showed no significant results (see Table 3.6). 
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The results show that there is a significant relationship between ACI and deltas and 

ACI and score which suggest that comments which general more information in bigram 

patterns are more likely to be awarded a delta (which indicates attitude change) or be given 

a score (indication of persuasion). When residualizing ACI by review length, this 

relationship shrinks in effect, but remains statistically reliable. 

Table 3.6 

Persuasion (Score) Predicted by ACI in Each Comment. 

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

    

Intercept 1.77 1.76 1.78 

ACI 

 

0.12 0.12 0.13 

Zero-Inflated Model    

Intercept -21.73 -366.82 323.36 

ACI 0.36 -432.60 433.31 
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Figure 3.6. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of score in ACI. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 

      ACI measures the information expressed in a word relative to some context which is 

commonly taken to be some immediate lexical context. As seen in figures 3.5 and 3.6, 

comments which contained more information in bigram patterns were more likely to be 

awarded a delta or a score.  
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 3.0.5 Conditional information variability (CIV) 

There is a relationship between conditional information variability with deltas awarded 

β = 1.32, 95% CI [1.22, 1.44] and score β = 1.17, 95% CI [1.16, 1.19]. This relationship, 

between the residual of CIV and deltas β = 1.18, 95% CI [1.08, 1.29] and upvotes, β = 1.09, 

95% CI [1.07, 1.11], is statistically reliable. 

Deltas:  

We fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) of deltas being predicted by 

CIV using the lme4 package, controlling for random effects of topic. The estimated 

coefficient for the intercept, -3.96, is the log odds of deltas being 1 (that is, the comment 

being awarded a delta) when CIV is 0. The estimate for CIV of 0.17 means that a 1 unit 

increase in CIV is associated with a 0.17 increase in the log-odds of delta being 1, compared 

to deltas being 0 (where 1 = the comment was awarded a delta and 0 = the comment was 

not awarded a delta).  

Table 3.7 

Attitude Change (Deltas) Predicted by CIV.  

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

    

Intercept -3.96 -4.04 -3.89 

CIV 

 

0.17 0.08 0.25 
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Figure 3.7. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of deltas in CIV. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 

Score: 

Using the glmmTMB package, we ran a count model and a zero-inflation model (due 

to the score of many comments being 0) of scores being predicted by CIV with random 

effect of topic. The count model indicated that the intercept of “score” is 1.78 among those 

comments that have a chance of getting an upvote. A unit increase in conditional 

information variability, increases the likelihood of the comment getting a score by 0.09 

times. However, the zero-inflation model showed no significant results (see Table 3.8). 
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The CIV scores significantly predicts deltas and scores. When controlling for review 

length, the relationship between CIV and stars still significantly predicts deltas and scores. 

This suggests that greater informational variability appears to be related to attitude change 

and persuasiveness. This relationship, between the residual of CIV and deltas and scores, 

is statistically reliable. 

Table 3.8 

Persuasion (Score) Predicted by CIV. 

  95% CI 

Predictors Estimate Lower Upper 

    

Intercept 1.78 1.77 1.78 

CIV 

 

0.09 0.07 0.11 

Zero-Inflated Model    

Intercept -21.98 -432.59 388.63 

CIV -1.74 -841.48 838.01 
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Figure 3.8. Line graph showing the predicted probabilities of score in CIV. The shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence intervals. 

 
      According to Uniform Information Density (UID), the variability of information 

density should remain relatively constant across a message and CIV measures this 

variability of information across messages within a specific context. Differences in CIV 

indicates fluctuation in the channel capacity of a context which supports the notion of 

optimal information transfer being dependent on other contextual factors. The above 

results show that greater informational variability is positively related to a comment 

resulting in attitude change (see Figure 3.7) or persuasion (see Figure 3.8).  
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Chapter 4 

DISCUSSION 

The current project aimed to investigate linguistic aspects of discussions on Reddit’s 

Change My View using Priniski & Horne’s (2018) dataset and Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), specifically information density, to predict attitude change. To 

optimally measure attitude change, we focused on language that was considered persuasive 

or resulted in attitude change on CMV’s posts. We particularly focused on measures of 

information density, namely unigrams and bigrams, to predict attitude change. We were 

interested in finding out whether messages that have optimal information density predicted 

the persuasiveness of a comment or attitude change. 

In order to explore the linguistic aspects of naturalistic datasets, researchers use Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) which is an area of artificial intelligence that uses computers 

to understand, interpret, and manipulate human language from naturalistic settings 

(Collobert et al., 2011). Prior work using NLP has extracted rich information from language 

by analyzing syntactic structures (Ceccato, 1967; Minsky, 1968; Schank, 1975), sentiment 

analyses (Subasic & Huettner, 2001; Cambria et al., 2015), and information density 

(Khanaferov et al., 2014; Crocker et al., 2016; Dethlefs et al., 2016). The current project 

used NLP to study the relationship between information density and attitude change on the  
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forum Change My View. We found that indeed there is a relationship between information 

density and attitude change wherein comments with higher information density were more 

likely to be persuasive or result in attitude change. 

The fundamental principle of uniform information density is to maximize 

communicative efficiency (Levy, 2018). Communicative efficiency, or optimal 

information transfer, is tied to the variability of information within a message. That is, 

information transfer can be optimized based on the variability of information within a 

message––and a message’s efficiency increases as information variability decreases. 

Contextual factors might moderate the amount of information transferred within a message. 

Prior work suggests that factors such as intensity, valence, and framing of the argument 

can play a role in determining the persuasiveness of an argument (e.g., Burgoon et al., 1975; 

Hullett, 2005; Bryan et al., 2011; Althoff et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 2016). 

Researchers who studied attitude change in virtual environments that are relatively 

naturalistic compared to laboratory settings have suggested similar conclusions. For 

example, Priniski & Horne (2018) used Reddit’s Change My View platform and found that 

evidence provided in naturalistic virtual environments predicted attitude change. This 

finding emphasizes the role of contextual influences (e.g., statistical language and evidence 

provided) in virtual discussions. Tan and colleagues (2016) used a similar dataset to study 

contextual linguistic factors that play an essential role in persuasion and suggested that 

persuasive arguments are characterized by patterns of interaction dynamics, such as back 

and forth exchanges. These patterns of interaction dynamics are important as they enable 

analysis of top posts in well-developed discussions and vary based on context. In other 

words, under the principles of what is considered optimal under optimal information 
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transfer, may be subject to a variety of higher-level constraints (see also Ferrer-i Cancho et 

al., 2013; Mahowald et al., 2013). Our results support the notion that a user’s word choice 

is subject to a variety of constraints. 

The current project aligns with prior work in that we found that the variability in 

information density, at least partially, accounts for contextual influences beyond a 

linguistic level. If the awarding of a delta or upvote is an indication of a user’s change in 

attitude or an indicator of persuasion, then one contextual factor that can account for 

changes in the information density of a message is the cognitive state of the user. The 

current study provides evidence that information density is, in general, dependent on 

environmental and contextual factors such as efficiency (Jaeger, 2010; Genzel & Charniak, 

2002) possibly affective valence (Vinson & Dale, 2014) and information density. The 

results of the current study indicate that users may be sensitive to various different 

linguistic probability distributions that enable them to efficiently convey messages under a 

variety of constraints. For example, users were more likely to award a delta or upvote to a 

comment if the comment contained more average unigram and bigram information. 

Additionally, users might be sensitive to the rate of information in sequencing their 

message, that is, adjusting their message to maximize communicative efficiency. 

Reddit’s Change My View Corpus consisted on nearly 100,000 comments in 500 

discussion topics. This setup has multiple advantages. For example, multiple users can 

make attempts at changing the same person’s mind on the same issue, using the same 

rationale but structuring the language used in their post differently. Additionally, deltas and 

score serve as different measures when deltas indicate attitude change and score with a 

positive value indicate persuasion. The high quality of arguments (or debates) used in 
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Change My view makes it a model site for seeing whether opinion shifts can at least occur 

under favorable conditions. However, using a naturalistic dataset such as Reddit’s Change 

My View corpus has limitations. One concern with using the current corpus to understand 

attitude change and persuasion is the willingness of users to change their mind (users are 

more likely looking for posts that could change their mind) or be persuaded to think from 

a different perspective.  This may not be true in the case of the general population (e.g., 

Nickerson, 1998). Additionally, in a given thread, approximately 400 comments would 

yield only two deltas, that is, only two people change their mind in a thread containing 

numerous arguments, citations, and statistics. This is exactly representative of the general 

population where everyday experience tells us that attitude change rarely occurs. Further, 

the interpretation of score is ambiguous. A score of 0 could mean that the post was not 

awarded an upvote or the post has an equal number of upvotes and downvotes.  

Hence, many aspects of the dataset remain unclear: for instance, what is the definition 

of an upvote? Do the users have the same definition of upvotes and deltas? Are people 

actually changing their minds? To what degree is the post persuasive? Future work in this 

area should focus on detecting the mechanisms underlying these concepts. Future work 

should also focus on mining only posts with deltas to understand what linguistic aspects of 

the post make people change their minds. The current dataset does not include posts with 

a large number of deltas awarded. In finding comments that include a large number of 

deltas, we can find similar aspects and features of language that lead users to change their 

mind. In understanding these linguistic aspects, we can create interventions including these 

features to try and change people’s mind about important social issues such as vaccinations 

and gun control.  
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APPENDIX A 

EXAMPLE OF COMMENTS WITH AND WITHOUT DELTAS 
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Title Comment Deltas 

 

In the USA our 

advancements would 

have been better if we 

did not go through the 

cold war. 

 

The semiconducting manufacturing industry is really 

the only private industry that consistently researches 

basic science, and even then they’re very much so on 

the applied side of basic science (aka if they were in a 

university, their appointments is probably in 

engineering). Iridium spent billions just on satellite 

launches. That’s not R&D. They didn’t invent 

communications satellites. It turning out to be a failure 

doesn’t mean that the actual research wasn’t very profit 

motivated. good only knows what Google has poured 

into self driving cars. AI is google’s entire business 

model and self driving cars have obvious and immediate 

market applications. This is not the kind of research 

anyone is talking about when they say the government 

is better at research. Granted, I’ve definitely seen 

academic labs with intel and pharmaceutical company 

grants, but private industry doing this stuff just isn’t 

commonplace. The potential profit is really far down the 

line, and it’s probably not even going to benefit the 

funder in the end. Good for growing the economy in 
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general, bad for making yourself money. The idea that 

governments, especially militaries, are more prone to 

risk taking is, frankly, laughable. The NSF and NIH 

invest ∼ $40 billion a year into basic science. DARPA’s 

MO is literally to invest in highly speculative but not 

impossible research projects. Other departments like 

NASA and the DoE also invest heavily in basic science, 

but tbh I can’t be assed to look up how much of their 

budget goes towards it. They are technically innovative 

only in a very narrow sense and almost never do things 

they think are risky. It’s true that the military pushed 

some technologies faster than they would have been  

 

pushed by the market, but it does not follow that that 

was a net positive for society. I actually sort of agree 

here. Better or worse without the cold war is a hard 

question to answer, but we definitely would have 

advanced without it, and it’s hard to say what would be 

different besides it being different. Keep in mind that 

there are a ton of ancillary effects to the cold war dick 

measuring contest though. eg a little known cold war 

race was the race to the center of the earth, and those 
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holes still tend to be the deepest holes ever drilled which 

obviously helped oil companies a lot. almost certainly 

something of more benefit to consumers. That’s the 

thing, benefit to consumers is a crappy metric for 

science and technology. It’s an overplayed quote, but 

“If I had asked people what they wanted, they would 

have said faster horses.” - Henry Ford. Lasers are 

another good example. Their utility in research was 

obvious, but market applications weren’t. Research 

isn’t a viable market in its own right, and the main 

reason why they’re everywhere now is because they 

ended up being pretty cheap to make. On top of that, 

r&d money is a tiny, tiny share of military spending. For 

every dollar a military spends on new tech, it’s spending 

hundreds on food, gas, pay for soldiers, and so on, none 

of which does anything to for technology. While true, 

that’s an incredibly naive viewpoint. The US Navy 

ensures that global commerce commences. In general, 

it’s a de facto jobs program. The conversion ratio for 

military spending to something else is not 1 to 1. 
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In the USA our 

advancements would 

have been better if we 

did not go through the 

cold war. 

There’s consistent evidence that private sector is more 

efficient in certain industries/areas, while government is 

better in others. For instance, enormous projects is that 

equire insane funding without any obvious ROI are 

(something that ronly the government can really do. The 

primary examples of this are things such as the 

Manhattan Project, the Space Race, LASERS, DRAM, 

memory chips, portable computers, and satellite 

networks. All of these were developed during the Cold 

War, specifically for the purpose of challenging Soviet 

power. At the time they were developed, no private  

 

 

sector was capable or willing to innovate in these areas 

because they didn’t have the capital to do so, and no one 

could have predicted the potential profitable aspects of 

these technologies. The advantage of places like 

DHARPA is that they can take risks on wild ideas and 

with a huge budget, two things that a private enterprise 

would never dare do. You suggest Elon Musk as an 

example of a successful private entrepreneur doing 

something the Govt does (space travel). However, both 
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Tesla and SpaceX are heavily subsidized (around 7.8$ 

billion in 2016), and neither has been profitable yet. He 

could not have even come close to where he is now 

without the government supporting him.can see this 

general theme play out particularly nicely in the 

pharmaceutical industry. The majority of innovation in 

pharmaceutical basic sciences takes place in Govt 

funded laboratories/universities. They develop the 

primary level of science behind the major drugs because 

this kind of research isn’t obviously profitable and has 

a high upfront cost so private companies can’t engage 

in it. However, once this initial level of research is done, 

the private companies swoop in and pick out the 

particular discoveries that they can exploit for profit. It 

is at this point that their in-house research teams begin 

working on market applications for these discoveries 

(actually, major pharma companies do not have in-

house research labs anymore, they now mostly use 

M&A’s to acquire small innovators who don’t have the 

money to market their discoveries).” 
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APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE OF COMMENTS WITH AND WITHOUT SCORE 
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Title Comment Score 

 

I think that copyrights 

should expire when the 

creator of an original 

work is dead. 

 

 

No one’s asking for a guarantee of money, just a 

guarantee that someone else won’t get money from it 

without your permission and participation. So it’s 

possible that someone could make money with content 

you create. But those same options aren’t available for 

the original creator? Right? So the argument is that it 

makes it harder to make money. Then why the concern 

that someone else will make money? I thought it was 

going to be hard? Personal rights are no absolute nor 

limitless. Free speech has many legal restrictions, for 

instance. A topic for another debate. Why is their right 

to control the destiny of their work so minimalized in 

your world? I think the artist can take any steps they 

want to control that. Up to, but not including infringing 

on someone else’s rights of self-ownership, and the 

rights derived from self ownership. That’s where it ends 

with me. And I don’t think that is unreasonable. I mean, 

the rest of your argument is just an emotional appeal, 

right? And full disclosure. Though this is largely 

irrelevant. I work in filmmaking too. And that fact 
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doesn’t make it okay for me to threaten and control 

people. 

 

 

I think that copyrights 

should expire when the 

creator of an original 

work is dead. 

 

 

George Orwell set up a company that was given the 

copyright. As a result of the success of Animal Farm, 

Orwell was expecting a large bill from the Inland 

Revenue and he contacted a firm of accountants of 

which the senior partner was Jack Harrison. The firm 

advised Orwell to stablish a company to own his 

copyright and to receive his royalties and set up a 

“service & agreement” so that he could draw a salary. 

Such a company “George Orwell Productions Ltd” 

(GOP Ltd) was set up on 12 September 1947 although 

the service agreement was not then put into effect. Jack 

Harrison left the details at this stage to junior 

colleagues. So even though he’s dead since the 

company, the “person”, who collects copyright is still 

up and running. So George Orwells descendants aren’t 

profiting from the royalties. The company is benefiting 

from the royalties, and they are benefiting from the 

company. 
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